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Chapter 3

Attention dynamics
And as soon as she had asked herself the
question, she knew the answer.

Neil Gaiman, Coraline
It’s the difficult thing, the hard thing, about
secrets. Sometimes you really don’t want to
know them. But once you do, there’s no going
back out; no unlearning them.

Aunt Cloud in John Crowley’s Little, Big

The flat semantics of the previous chapter makes a distinction that the logic of
general awareness of [FH88] cannot: between worlds that are consciously ruled
out and those that are assumed away. This distinction might be relatively unim-
portant when we look only at a static situation: what matters for explaining the
behaviour of the agent is simply the worlds in her belief set, which is equally
simply defined in either system.1 When we start thinking about how an agent
might update her cognitive state, though, this distinction becomes essential. It is
to this problem that we now turn.

Frank Veltman’s [Vel96] sets the standard for update languages. In the
following section I will describe his semantics in some detail, although for
full motivation I refer the reader to the original paper.2 My own approach
will incorporate Veltman’s semantics without change, but embedded in a
larger structure: his semantics for belief update will be augmented with a
representation of attention update.

1 · Update languages
Definition 3.1: Update system. An update system is a triple 〈L , Σ, [ · ]〉 where

• L is a language (in my terminology an object language);

• Σ is the set of possible information states; and

• [ · ] is a function taking each formula to an update function on states: if
ϕ ∈ L is a formula then [ϕ] : Σ→ Σ is the update function for ϕ.

1Indeed from such a perspective the representation of nested (multi-agent) belief, sacrificed in our
flat semantics, will probably appear much more important than this subtle distinction.

2I discuss only the first system described in [Vel96], with semantics for might. I make no use of
the default reasoning introduced in the latter part of the paper; the approach is I think entirely
consistent with, but orthogonal to, my account.
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Chapter 3 · Attention dynamics

Update functions are written in postfix notation; if σ is an information state then
σ[ϕ] is the information state resulting from updating σ with ϕ (the function [ϕ] applied
to σ). This is convenient when we want to represent sequences of updates: σ[ϕ][ψ] is
read as “σ updated with ϕ, then the result updated with ψ”.

The update system we are interested in is defined on the object language L Ω,^

(that is, a propositional language with modal operator might). This is the
dynamic system that the static semantics for might of the previous chapter is
based on.

Definition 3.2: Veltman’s update system for might. Fix a model of reality, M =
〈W, Ω, V〉. Veltman’s update system is 〈L Ω,^, P(W), [ · ]M

V 〉, with the components
defined as follows:3

The language L Ω,^ is the propositional language with “might”.4

An information state is a set of possible worlds: an element of P(W).
The update function for [ϕ]M

V is defined by recursion on the structure of ϕ, as
follows:

σ[p]M
V =d σ ∩ {w ∈W ; Vw(p) = 1}

σ[¬ϕ]M
V =d σ \ σ[ϕ]M

V

σ[ϕ ∧ ψ]M
V =d σ[ϕ]M

V ∩ σ[ψ]M
V

σ[ϕ ∨ ψ]M
V =d σ[ϕ]M

V ∪ σ[ψ]M
V

σ[might ϕ]M
V =d

{
∅ if σ[ϕ]M

V = ∅
σ otherwise

Precision demands the profusion of superscripts identifying the model, at least
in definitions; I will leave them off almost everywhere in the text, as this is
highly unlikely to cause confusion.

All the clauses of this definition are classical except for might. The update
with “might ϕ” is of a special kind, known as a test: either it leaves the
information state unchanged (the test succeeds) or it takes it to the empty
(absurd) state (the test fails). We will call an update that (on some information
state) is not a test informational or substantive.

Definition 3.3: Acceptance. A formula ϕ is accepted in a state σ, written σ  ϕ,
iff σ[ϕ] = σ.

(This is not the notation Veltman uses. I use  to distinguish this dynamic
notation from the support relation |= of the previous chapter.)

3The subscript V stands for “Veltman”; we will be defining several more update functions.
4There are minor differences of detail between my formulation and Veltman’s, most of which need
not concern us here; in particular, Veltman’s system can deal with some constructions involving
nested operators that mine cannot.
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1 · Update languages

1.1 · Lifting to cognitive states
We are going to define an update language based on Veltman’s, but interpreted
on the more extensive cognitive states introduced in the previous chapter
(incorporating both awareness and belief). Such a state has three components:
〈A, B, Ξ〉, corresponding to the agent’s assumptions, beliefs, and her language of
attention. It is easy to see the place that Veltman’s definition should have in
such an account: it corresponds to updates of the belief component B of the state.

Definition 3.4: Pure belief update. Fix a model of reality, M = 〈W, Ω, V〉. Let
ΣM be the set of cognitive states for M. The update system of pure belief update

(for M) is 〈L Ω
V , ΣM, [ · ]M

b 〉, where the update function is given by

〈A, B, Ξ〉[ϕ]M
b =d 〈A, B[ϕ]M

V , Ξ〉.

Simple though this formal lift is, it has far-reaching conceptual consequences.
For Veltman, acceptance is a normative notion: “if σ[ϕ]V = σ, an agent in
state σ has to accept ϕ” [Vel96, p. 229, orig. emph.]. This is certainly no longer
the case according to the definition I have just given, for reasons that (of
course) hinge on unawareness. To see this, it is time to turn to examples. Let
me introduce a scenario which will be developed (in increasingly ridiculous
directions) throughout the rest of the chapter.

Example 3.5: Olga the ornithologist. On a fine spring day in Amsterdam, Olga
the ornithologist is enjoying the afternoon sun when she sees a distant object in the
sky. It so happens that the three kinds of bird that she attends to are ducks, herons, and
ravens. She can’t tell which of these the distant object is, but it is fairly light-coloured;
she thinks it might be a duck or a heron but is sure it can’t be a raven.

Figure 3.1a overleaf shows this state; the rest of Figure 3.1 shows the effect of
various pure belief updates.

The three figures in the top row presents no problems: hearing “d” she
gains information, while hearing “might d” she learns nothing new (the test
succeeds). All three pictures of the bottom row represent the absurd belief
state, but for three different reasons. In 3.1d the attempted update directly
contradicts the information Olga already has; to resolve the issue she will have
to decide whether her information or that of her informant is more reliable,
a process (probably involving some kind of belief revision) which I will not
attempt to model. In 3.1e Olga’s situation is somewhat easier: she must still
reject the update, but instead of needing belief revision to resolve the conflict
between her an her informant, she just needs to tell the informant that her own
information is better: “It’s not a raven, look, it’s white.”

So far everything has gone according to plan, following Veltman’s scheme;
however the final figure, 3.1f, reveals a problem. Intuitively the goose possibility
ought to be compatible with Olga’s state (the test ought to succeed, rather than
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Chapter 3 · Attention dynamics

fail), however this can only be the case if her attention set A is extended
before the pure belief update is applied. This is the reason for the emphatic
nomenclature of Definition 3.4: [ϕ]b is a pure belief update in the sense that it
does not take any account of awareness issues. While the notion is formally
very useful, I suspect that pure belief updates hardly ever occur ‘in the wild’,
and certainly never as the result of utterances in conversation. Most beliefs
we form (and all those that come from processing some linguistic utterance)
are first conceptualised, and only then incorporated into the general belief state.
The conceptualisation step brings with it an awareness update, complementing
Veltman’s belief update and completing the picture.

2 · Updates with awareness
If Veltman’s notion of acceptance is no longer normative when lifted into
cognitive states with awareness, what is it? In fact, it corresponds exactly to
a notion introduced in the previous chapter: σ accepts ϕ just in case σ |= Bϕ
according to the static semantics given in Definition 2.7. That is, acceptance
corresponds to (possibly implicit) belief; it is the potential for implicit belief that
provides the interaction with awareness. Given this parallelism, what we would
like to do is define an attention update, say [ · ]n, such that acceptance according
to that update corresponds to σ |= Nϕ in the static semantics; then the effect of
hearing an utterance of ϕ would be simply the awareness update followed by
the belief update. (The subscript is “n” rather than “a” for awareness because it
corresponds to the operator Nϕ rather than Aϕ for assumption.) That is what
we will do in the rest of this section, although the awareness update turns out
to be surprisingly involved.

Definition 3.6: Update systems with awareness. Fix a model of reality, M =
〈W, Ω, V〉. Let ΣM be the set of belief-attention-consistent cognitive states for M. We
define three interrelated update functions, for belief, awareness, and utterances.

Let σ = 〈A, B, Ξ〉 be a cognitive state, and ϕ a formula.
[ϕ]M

n represents an update with pure awareness of ϕ. This is the most complicated
of the three, and I will defer the full definition for a moment. Intuitively, though,
this corresponds to nothing more than becoming aware of ϕ; in particular, no new
information is gained about the worlds already in the awareness set A. Becoming aware
of ϕ will certainly add all proposition letters occurring in ϕ to Ξ, however, as well as
potentially adding new worlds to A.

[ϕ]M
b represents an update with pure belief that ϕ, as given in Definition 3.4:

σ[ϕ]M
b =d 〈A, B[ϕ]M

V , Ξ〉.

[ϕ]M represents an utterance update with ϕ. The definition is simple:

σ[ϕ]M =d σ[ϕ]M
n [ϕ]M

b .
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2 · Updates with awareness
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(a) Original state.
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σ[d]b
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(b) “It’s a duck”.

wrwd

wh

σ[might d]b

wrwd
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AB

(c) “It might be a duck.”

wrwd

wh

σ[r]b

wrwd

wh

AB

(d) “It’s a raven.”

wrwd

wh

σ[might r]b

wrwd

wh

AB

(e) “It might be a raven.”

wrwd

wh

σ[might g]b

wrwd

wh

AB

(f) “It might be a goose.”

Figure 3.1: Olga the ornithologist, with pure belief updates. Horizontal
shading indicates the A set, vertical shading the B set. The worlds are
named mnemonically: in wd the bird is a duck, in wr a raven, and in wh a
heron.

Given the conceptual differences between Veltman’s system and mine, I will
talk about “support” rather than “acceptance”. (Note however that the support
relations |= and  are formally distinct; “support” means the latter in this
chapter, unless otherwise specified.)

Definition 3.7: Support with awareness. Fix M as before. Let σ be a cognitive
state and ϕ a formula from L Ω

V . Then

σ M Nϕ iffd σ[ϕ]M
n = σ

σ M Bϕ iffd σ[ϕ]M
b = σ

σ M Xϕ iffd σ[ϕ]M = σ

The three modalities are respectively attention, (possibly implicit) belief, and
explicit belief. We can also capture assumption, since that is equivalent to belief
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Chapter 3 · Attention dynamics

evaluated over the set A:

〈A, B, Ξ〉 M Aϕ iffd 〈A, A, Ξ〉 M Bϕ

All that remains to fill out this picture is a definition of the awareness update.
However this is less simple that it might at first appear. To start with the
easy part: becoming aware of ϕ adds all the proposition letters occurring in ϕ
to the agent’s set Ξ (the atomic formulae she attends to). The complications
arrive because both the A set and the B set may need to be adjusted in light of
the new awareness; the A set because considering new possibilities naturally
makes the agent entertain new worlds, and the B set because these new worlds
may be plausible enough for her to hold them possible. At the core of the
update, however, is the change to Ξ; the definitions I will propose make all
other changes dependent on that.

Before giving the definitions themselves, let us see a few examples of pure
awareness updates (if only to show that all is not as smooth and simple as
might be hoped).

2.1 · Desiderata for the awareness update
Figure 3.2 on the facing page gives a number of awareness updates (some more
sensible than others) showing the range we have to cover.

Again, the first row is unproblematic: if Olga already attends to d and r
then (regardless of her beliefs about them) the awareness update should be
vacuous.

In the second row some new worlds have to be added to Olga’s A set;
however wg is treated differently to wc. Remember that Olga can see that the
bird is white; while she will entertain both goose- and crow-worlds if they are
brought to her attention, she should only hold the goose possible.

In the third row things get somewhat ridiculous, I must admit; the point
of the exercise is to observe that there are still regularities in the effects of
awareness updates even when the possibilities they bring to light are ones we
do not wish to take seriously. In Figure 3.2f Olga considers the possibility that
she is seeing a goose that is also the incarnation of Zeus. Let us assume that
our model of reality admits this as a metaphysical possibility (Zeus seduced
Leda in the form of a swan, after all). Several important things happen: Olga
entertains the world wg (whereas in 3.2g, where she does not attend to g, she
does not); she also entertains a number of worlds where Zeus impersonates
the various other birds she attends to; and she forms sensible (i.e., non-Zeus)
beliefs about all of these.

Taking all of these updates together, we can establish several desiderata for
the update mechanism.

1. Adding worlds to A. Thinking about g brings the world wg to mind. It
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2 · Updates with awareness
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(a) Original state

wrwd

wh

σ[d]n

wrwd
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(b) Thinking about a duck

wrwd

wh

σ[r]n

wrwd

wh

AB

(c) Thinking about a raven

wrwd

whwg

σ[g]n

wrwd

whwg

AB

(d) Thinking about a goose

wrwd

wh wc

σ[c]n

wrwd

wh wc

AB

(e) Thinking about a crow

wrwd

whwg

wzg

σ[z ∧ g]n

wrwd

whwg

wzg wzd wzrwzh

AB

(f) Thinking about Zeus disguised as
a goose

wrwd

wh

σ[z ∧ r]n

wrwd

wh

wzd wzrwzh

AB

(g) Thinking about Zeus
disguised as a raven

Figure 3.2: Olga the ornithologist, with pure awareness updates. Hori-
zontal shading indicates the A set, vertical shading the B set. The worlds
are again named mnemonically; d for duck, r for raven, h for heron, c for
crow, g for goose, and z for Zeus disguised as some kind of bird (for the
unexpected intrusion of the Greek deity see the text).
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Chapter 3 · Attention dynamics

does not, however, add to the A set every world where g holds; wzg is
one such, which we would not want added unless z is explicitly under
consideration.

2. Plausible new worlds may be held possible. Thinking about g, the new
world wg gets added to the B set.

3. Implausible new worlds need not be held possible. Thinking about c, the
world wc is not added to B; neither are the various Zeus possibilities.

4. Combinatorics. Thinking about Zeus impersonating one bird naturally
brings to mind impersonations of others.

To these must be added one more, with a more theoretical basis:

5. The update must preserve belief-attention consistency.

Recall the notions of attention and belief-attention consistency from the
previous chapter (Definition 2.8): a state is attention-consistent if the agent
entertains a world for each metaphysically possible valuation of the proposition
letters she attends to, and it is belief-attention consistent if in addition her
language of awareness suffices to describe her beliefs within her A set. We
want the utterance update [ϕ] to preserve belief-attention consistency (if σ is
belief-attention consistent, so is σ[ϕ] for all ϕ); to ensure this, it is both necessary
and sufficient that [ϕ]n preserve belief-attention consistency.

[ Necessity: Let σ be belief-attention consistent and σ[ϕ]n not. Both ϕ and
ϕ ∨ ¬ϕ contain the same proposition letters, so induce the same awareness
updates; and the belief update with ϕ ∨ ¬ϕ is vacuous. Thus:

σ[ϕ ∨ ¬ϕ] = σ[ϕ ∨ ¬ϕ]n[ϕ ∨ ¬ϕ]b
= σ[ϕ]n[ϕ ∨ ¬ϕ]b
= σ[ϕ]n.

If the latter is not belief-attention consistent, neither is the former, and [ · ] does
not preserve belief-attention consistency. For sufficiency, note that [ϕ]b only
separates worlds (in or out of B) that differ on some proposition letters in ϕ;
but it is preceded by an awareness update with ϕ, adding exactly those letters
to Ξ, so the agent has the vocabulary to describe the separation. ]

We can separate the desiderata into two mechanisms: both the A set and
the B set need to be updated. Each mechanism involves both choice and
constraint: we can choose new worlds to add to A, but desiderata 1 and 4 come
down to requiring that the update preserve attention consistency; of the new
worlds, we can choose which ones end up in B, but our choice must preserve
belief-attention consistency.
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2 · Updates with awareness

Let us begin with the easier of the two: the update to A. I will introduce a
component sitting conceptually somewhere in between the model of reality and
the agent’s cognitive state; like the state it is personal to the agent, but like the
model it is immutable and constrains the evolution through states produced by
updates. I call it the agent’s personality.

2.2 · Agents with personality
We saw that when Olga becomes aware of g she should come to entertain some,
but not all, of the worlds where g holds; the first question is, which ones?
Looking at the example of Zeus, the answer seems to be something like “the
most sensible ones”. We will represent this with a simple ordering: if Olga
needs some new worlds where some formula ϕ holds, she will take the least
worlds satisfying ϕ in the ordering.

The notion of course comes from Lewisian counterfactual semantics, where
a similarity ordering compares how similar w1 and w2 are to a reference world
w; here we have no reference world, and we compare rather how ‘normal’ w1
and w2 are in terms of the agent’s expectations.

So let us say that � is a weak order on W (a reflexive, transitive relation
such that for each w, v ∈W at least one of w � v and v � w holds; also known
as a ‘complete preorder’). I will call it the association ordering. We can
visualise this as a ‘system of spheres’ or as a linear order of equivalence classes.

Define the �-minimal worlds in W satisfying ϕ as

min
�

W�ϕ =d {w ∈W; M, w |= ϕ ∧ ¬∃w′ ∈W : M, w′ |= ϕ ∧ w′ ≺ w}.

Then if Olga needs some new worlds satisfying g, she should add

min
�

W�g

to her A set.
The question arises, where should we put this ordering �? It is particular to

the agent (it represents what worlds spring to her mind), so perhaps it should
go in her cognitive state. But unlike the other components of the state, it is
immutable; the cognitive state evolves over time, while the association ordering
does not. We will add it as a separate index: the update of a state is calculated
relative to a model and a personality.

Definition 3.8: Personality (preliminary). Fix a model M = 〈W, Ω, V〉. An
agent’s personality is a structure Π = 〈�, . . .〉 whose first component is a weak
order on W; the other components are given in Definition 3.14, and have to do with the
belief-change part of the awareness update.

Actually we can say more than just how the personality affects an update. If
you imagine that the agent’s current state is the outcome of a prior series of
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Chapter 3 · Attention dynamics

updates, it seems that once the personality is fixed, not every cognitive state
should be reachable. The following definition captures this notion, in such a
way that the A set is completely derived from the agent’s personality and the
proposition letters she attends to.

Definition 3.9: Π-consistent state. Fix M a model of reality and Π = 〈�, . . .〉 a
personality. A cognitive state σ = 〈A, B, Ξ〉 is Π-consistent if it is belief-attention
consistent and either

(a) Ξ = ∅ and B = A = min�W; or

(b) Ξ , ∅ and

A =
⋃{

min
�

W�ϕ ; ϕ ∈ L Ξ
}

.

This definition is convenient in two ways. It lets us ‘read off’ an agent’s A set
from her personality and the proposition letters she attends to (thus indirectly
fulfilling desideratum 1 above). But it also resolves an embarrassing corner case:
what should an agent entertain when she attends to no proposition letters at all?
The answer Definition 3.9 gives is that the lowest rank of � provides the agent’s
most basic assumptions, which seems natural. And it is easy to see, by the very
construction, that the resulting A set will always be attention-consistent with Ξ.

We are halfway to having defined our update. The next task is to describe
the strategy Olga uses to form beliefs about newly noticed possibilities, so
that we can distinguish between the goose (possible) and the raven and Zeus
(respectively ruled out and ridiculous).

2.3 · Spontaneous belief formation
The mechanism we will define is a part of the agent’s personality; it is a static
specification of her propensity to form spontaneous beliefs under changing
conditions.

The first thing to notice about this mechanism is that it must operate only
on the worlds newly added to A: it is responsible for deciding which of those
new worlds go into B and which do not, but not for moving worlds that were
already in A into or out of B.

The reason is that the boundary between B and A is where the agent accu-
mulates knowledge taken from the dialogue. The function of the spontaneous
belief formation component is to represent the agent’s own ‘background knowl-
edge’ (that crows are black, that the bird she sees is white, that Zeus doesn’t
manifest these days), and the way this influences her when she considers a new
possibility. Its function is not to allow her to reconsider previous decisions in
the light of new awareness.5

5Previously-held beliefs may be overturned, but this still works by the addition of new worlds; no
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2 · Updates with awareness

So we can describe the functioning of this mechanism like this: given the set
of new worlds added to A by the awareness update, it decides which of them
will go into B and which will not. Now how should this decision be defined?

The simplest thought might be just to specify a ‘background belief’ subset of
W: worlds in that set go into B, worlds outside it don’t. This won’t get us very
far, though, because the resulting state needs to be belief-attention consistent.
Without complicated constraints relating � to the background belief set, it
would be possible for the agent to form a belief she could not justify using her
language L Ξ; even if such constraints could be written down, it seems very
likely to me that they would trivialise the resulting beliefs (that is, the belief set
would have to match the structure of � so closely that it might as well not exist
as a distinct structure).

A similar objection applies to the next most obvious possibility: that spon-
taneous beliefs are generated via an order like �, with the minimal worlds of
the new set entering B. If the ordering separates worlds that are not separated
by � then careful manipulation can produce a state that is not belief-attention
consistent; if it does not, then the beliefs formed will always be trivial (in this
formulation, all new worlds will enter B; various alternatives exist but I haven’t
found any that do any better, nor do I expect anyone else to do so).

The problem with both these suggestions is that they do not pay sufficient
respect to the influence of Ξ in the formulation of belief-attention consistency.
In the interests of simplicity I am going to propose an admittedly deficient
solution to this problem: we will generate the spontaneous beliefs with a
function that takes the Ξ set as a parameter, as well as the set of new worlds,
and which then can be guaranteed to produce only belief-attention consistent
beliefs.6

Call the function forming spontaneous beliefs B (deferring for a moment the
constraints that will make it well-behaved). It belongs in the agent’s personality
(which will also be given its final definition in a moment); with its help, we can
now define the pure awareness update.

previous uncertainties can be resolved by a pure attention update. Of course this is a simplification
in the service of abstraction; in the probabilistic setting I describe in Chapter 5 it no longer holds
entirely true.

6This solution is unsatisfying in that certainly not just any function will do; I will have almost
nothing to say about possible constraints the function should obey. If we were to write down a
particular example of such a function, we would quickly notice another representation mismatch:
in specifying the function we would have to describe what the agent should believe about sets of
worlds that no update will ever deliver to the function, because of the structure of her association
order. Finally, there may be examples we would like to represent which this strategy will not cover;
it may be, for example, that spontaneous beliefs should vary depending on current beliefs, or the
worlds currently entertained, or some such. However these are all either methodological objections
or entirely speculative. In the absence of intuitive examples showing that this approach is deficient,
and in the interests of simplicity, this will do for now.
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Chapter 3 · Attention dynamics

Definition 3.10: Pure awareness update. Fix M a model and Π = 〈�,B〉 the
agent’s personality. Let σ = 〈A, B, Ξ〉 be a Π-consistent cognitive state. Then
σ[ϕ]n =d 〈A′, B′, X′〉 where

• Ξ′ = Ξ ∪ {p ∈ Ω ; p occurs in ϕ} (the agent comes to attend to all proposition
letters occurring in ϕ);

• A′ is generated by � and Ξ′:

A′ =
⋃{

min
�

W�ψ ; ψ ∈ L Ξ′
}

;

• B′ = B ∪B(A′ \ A, Ξ) (the agent’s spontaneous beliefs about the new worlds
she entertains are given by her selection function).

Note that the update according to this definition will actually preserve Π-
consistency if it preserves belief-attention consistency; this is of course what we
want.

So what constraints onB are required if the new state is to be belief-attention
consistent? A failure of consistency requires two worlds w, v ∈ A′ such that
Vw�Ξ′ = Vv�Ξ′, but (say) w ∈ B′ but v < B′. Since Ξ′ ⊇ Ξ and σ was belief-
attention consistent, it cannot be that w, v ∈ A; at least one of the two must be
new. The following lemma shows that in fact neither w nor v can have been
present in A.

Lemma 3.11: Imagination. If w ∈ A and v ∈ A′ \ A, then Vw�Ξ′ , Vv�Ξ′.
Equivalently, every new world in A′ satisfies some formula of L Ξ′ that was not
satisfied anywhere in A.

Proof. Suppose otherwise: v and w satisfy exactly the same formulae in L Ξ′ .
Since v ∈ A′, for some ϕ ∈ L Ξ′ , v is a minimal world satisfying ϕ; likewise
for w and some ψ ∈ L Ξ. By hypothesis the worlds satisfy the same formulae
of L Ξ′ , and L Ξ′ ⊇ L Ξ, so v also satisfies ψ. But v is not a minimal world
satisfying ψ (or it would have been in A), so w ≺ v. But since w and v satisfy
the same formulae, w satisfies ϕ and w � v; v is therefore not a minimal world
satisfying ϕ. But this is a contradiction, so v and w cannot satisfy exactly the
same formulae in L Ξ′ . qed

This means that to avoid belief-attention-inconsistent pairs w, v we need only
look within A′ \ A. Now we can simply require that B is well-behaved in the
right way:

Definition 3.12: Awareness-relative selection functions. Let M = 〈W, Ω, V〉
be a model. A function f : P(W)×P(Ω) → P(W) is an awareness-relative
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selection function if for all Wnew ⊆W (the “new worlds” to be added to A) and
Ξnew ⊆ Ω (the new attention state of the agent):

• f (Wnew, Ξnew) ⊆ Wnew (the function selects which elements of Wnew are
preferred), and

• for each w, v ∈ Wnew such that Vw�Ξnew = Vv�Ξnew then either w, v ∈
f (Wnew, Ξnew) or w, v ∈Wnew \ f (Wnew, Ξnew).

We need only require that B be such a function, and our agent will always have
belief-attention consistent beliefs after a pure attention update.

A final worry may occur to the reader: do such functions always exist?
Might there not be bizarre states the agent could reach, in which no possible
spontaneous belief will be attention-consistent?

Lemma 3.13: Extreme personalities. The following two functions are awareness-
relative selection functions (i.e., they generate attention-consistent beliefs from all
possible states):

• For each Wnew and Ξnew, f (Wnew, Ξnew) = Wnew (a credulous agent);

• For each Wnew and Ξnew, f (Wnew, Ξnew) = ∅ (a close-minded agent).

Now we have the formal vocabulary we needed to fully define an agent’s
personality.

Definition 3.14: Personality (definitive). Fix a model M = 〈W, Ω, V〉. An agent’s
personality is a pair Π = 〈�,B〉 such that

• � is a weak order on W; and

• B : P(W)×P(Ω)→P(W) is an awareness-relative selection function.

3 · Properties
The most important property of this system is that the dynamic formulation
provides the same support relation as the static version of the previous chapter.

Theorem 3.15: Equivalence of static and dynamic support relations. Let M be a
model of reality, Π an agent’s personality, and σ a Π-consistent doxastic state. Then
for all formulae ϕ ∈ LA of the language of awareness:

σ M ϕ iff M, σ |= ϕ.

This is important not because it is unexpected but because it is reassuring:
despite all the complications of the dynamic updates, we have not lost the
simple idea that a state supports observations like “an agent in that state
implicitly believes that ϕ but is unaware of it”.
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Here is another property which is in a sense the reason for including the
assumption set in the model in the first place. Let σ = 〈A, B, Ξ〉 be an agent’s
state and let σ[ϕ]n = 〈A′, B′, Ξ′〉. Then B = A ∩ B′. In words: whatever beliefs
the agent had before an awareness update (B), she still holds them after the
update conditional on her original assumptions (A ∩ B′). Beliefs are defeasible
under awareness updates: if I assume p and believe q then after becoming
aware of the possibility that ¬p I may no longer believe q. But I still believe if p
then q: if my previous assumption turns out to be correct, my beliefs (which
were conditional on that assumption) will also be correct.7

Some other properties relate more directly to the complications. For instance,
if an agent has one of the extreme personalities given in Definition 3.13, her pure
attention updates commute. Formally, for such an agent, σ[ϕ]n[ψ]n = σ[ψ]n[ϕ]n.
This holds because of the way we select new worlds for the A set: they come
from the ordering �, which delivers the same results regardless of the order
the worlds are selected in. The restriction to extreme personalities is needed,
though, because changing the order of updates changes the particular sets of
new worlds delivered to the spontaneous belief function B.8 That is, any agent
with any personality will get the same A set from updating with [ϕ]n[ψ]n or
with [ψ]n[ϕ]n, but their belief set B may differ on how it treats the new worlds
unless their personality is suitably structured.

The following theorem is trivial to prove, given the way we have defined
[ · ], but it illustrates the connection between our system and Veltman’s:

Theorem 3.16: Updates under full awareness. Fix M = 〈W, Ω, V〉 and Π as
before, and let σ = 〈A, B, Ξ〉 be a Π-consistent state. Then for all ϕ ∈ L Ξ,^:

σ[ϕ]M = σ[ϕ]M
b .

Equivalently, the above equality holds for all ϕ ∈ L Ω,^ such that M, σ |= Nϕ: the
formulae the agent attends to.

In particular, let σ be a Π-consistent state such that Ξ = Ω (the agent attends
to all proposition letters in the model). Then the theorem applies for every
formula in L ^: no update can possibly change the awareness component of
the agent’s state.

This theorem tells us how we should interpret Veltman’s model (recall that
[ · ]b is his update, applied to the belief set). I have said already that pure belief
updates do not occur outside our models, but a full conversational update with
ϕ has the same effect as a pure belief update if the agent is already attending

7Note that the agent cannot necessarily express their assumption, even in the enriched language
after the awareness update: it may have structure that requires awareness of yet more atomic
propositions to describe.

8This restriction is sufficient but not necessary; I don’t see any clear characterisation of the set of
spontaneous belief functions that behave nicely here though.
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to ϕ. Veltman’s update should be thought of as the updates taking place
between conversational participants who are already attending to every relevant
propositional constant, so that the attention ‘dimension’ of their cognitive states
holds constant throughout the conversation.

Since everything except the clause for might in Veltman’s system is classical,
for formulae without might it (and thus pure belief updates in my system) has
the property that conjunction is equivalent to sequencing: σ[ϕ]b[ψ]b = σ[ϕ ∧ ψ]
(if ϕ and ψ do not contain might). This does not hold, however, for updates with
awareness. Investigating the reasons why will raise some interesting questions
about the interpretation of these models.

3.1 · Sequencing and reinterpretation
Pure belief updates with non-modal formulae genuinely accumulate informa-
tion, in the sense that how the information was gained (the order of presentation
and the syntactic form) is entirely forgotten by the updated state. This leads to
some equivalences, among which that sequencing and conjunction are inter-
changeable. If ϕ and ψ are purely propositional then:

σ[ϕ]b[ψ]b = σ[ϕ ∧ ψ]b = σ[ψ ∧ ϕ]b = σ[ψ]b[ϕ]b.

This is no longer the case when we move to updates with awareness.

σ[ϕ][ψ] =d σ[ϕ]n[ϕ]b[ψ]n[ψ]b
σ[ϕ ∧ ψ] =d σ[ϕ ∧ ψ]n[ϕ ∧ ψ]b = σ[ϕ ∧ ψ]n[ϕ]b[ψ]b

It does not even hold (still for purely propositional formulae) that σ[ϕ ∧ ψ]n =
σ[ϕ]n[ψ]n, since the agent may form different spontaneous beliefs (according
to the function B) depending on whether the updates come separately or are
combined.9 However if the agent’s personality is credulous (all newly enter-
tained worlds are held possible; see Lemma 3.13) then for purely propositional
formulae, σ[ϕ ∧ ψ]n = σ[ϕ]n[ψ]n. Still the two full updates differ:

σ[ϕ][ψ] = σ[ϕ]n[ϕ]b[ψ]n[ψ]b (3.1)
σ[ϕ ∧ ψ] = σ[ϕ]n[ψ]n[ϕ]b[ψ]b (for credulous agents) (3.2)

This difference is not just a matter of notation: in (3.2) the belief update with
ϕ takes place after the agent becomes aware of ψ, while in (3.1) the update
with ϕ happens before the agent becomes aware of ψ. This can have serious

9If this property is undesirable for a particular application, it can be avoided by constraining
the belief formation function: for U1, U2, U3 ⊆ W and Ξ1, Ξ2, Ξ3 ⊆ Ω, if U3 = U1 ∪ U2 and
Ξ3 = Ξ1 ∪ Ξ2, then B(U3, Ξ3) = B(U1, Ξ1)∪B(U2, Ξ2). Both the extreme personalities listed above
obey this constraint.
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consequences: σ[ϕ ∧ ψ] |= Xϕ holds for all states σ in all models (ϕ ∧ ψ |= Xϕ,
as one would expect), but in general σ[ϕ][ψ] need not support Xϕ.

To see why, and why this makes sense, let us take an example.
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Figure 3.3: Surprising attention dynamics: learning that q can overturn
previously learned information that p. The top row corresponds to equation
(3.1) on the previous page, the bottom row corresponds to (3.2). Worlds
are labelled with pq-valuations, for example at w01 p is false and q is true.
The agent is credulous, so awareness updates add all new worlds to the
belief state. In the state σ she is aware of neither p nor q; her beliefs are
entirely governed by her assumptions.

The agent in Figure 3.3 begins in a state of total unawareness. The awareness
update with p (in the top row of the figure) adds w10 to her set A, while the
belief update removes w00 from her B set; that is, learning that p overturns her
assumption that ¬p. However, the belief update only eliminates worlds that
she entertains; the awareness update [q]n adds new worlds to her A set (w01
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and w11), and since these worlds were not ‘visible’ when she updated with (the
belief that) p, they are unaffected by that update. In the bottom row of the
figure (the concurrent update), the awareness update with p ∧ q already adds
all four worlds to her assumption set; when the information content of “p ∧ q”
is processed (the belief update), the world w01 does get removed, in contrast to
the consecutive update.

In other words, attention updates introduce a very strong source of non-
monotonicity into the system: an attention update can overturn nearly any
belief whatsoever.10

This is the technical side of the question, but what about the realism of such
behaviour? Well, suppose that p stands for “Airline travel has a smaller carbon
footprint than train travel”, and q for “The study showing that p was funded
by Boeing”. The sequence of updates can then easily be read as a dialogue: A
says “Hey, this study is fascinating: p!” while B responds with “But q!” (Our
agent might represent yet a third conversational participant, or she can be A if
the first update [p] represents her reading the study.)

Being simplified, this example is somewhat extreme; in particular, the reader
may be suspicious of the fact that the interpretation of q makes direct reference
to p. The problem is more general than such artificial examples, however. If
state σ supports Xϕ then an agent may consider herself justified in asserting
ϕ.11 How her assertion should be understood, however, is rather as ζ → ϕ,
where ζ lists the agent’s assumptions. In particular, she must assume many
things about the sources of her own knowledge: that her senses function reliably,
that the information reported to her is trustworthy, and so on. In the dialogue
above, the hedged utterance of p should rather be “According to this study, p”
(and indeed, for the simplistic example this is more natural); in general, though,
we don’t hedge all our assertions according to where the information we are
reporting came from.

In Chapter 6 I will describe an attempt to distinguish along these lines
between ‘direct’ (reliable) information and ‘indirect’ (and potentially unreliable)
conclusions from that information. Rather substantial changes to the setting
are needed in order to achieve this, however, and the resulting distinction
strikes me as perhaps too idealistic. In reality, people in conversation do report
unreliable information as if it were entirely trustworthy, and do sometimes

10“Nearly” because the implicit belief hedged by assumption is always preserved: if ζ exactly
expresses the agent’s assumptions before the update and she believes ϕ before the update, then
after the update she is guaranteed to believe ζ → ϕ. The “exactly” is important, however: ζ must
characterise her assumptions in the sense that a world is in A if and only if (not just “only if”) it
satisfies ζ. There may not always exist such a formula, and even when there does it very likely will
not be found in the agent’s language of awareness, even after the update.

11Loosely speaking; more precisely, the criterion for assertion should probably be something like
“believes to know” rather than simply “believes” (of course explicitly in both cases). I return to this
distinction in Chapter 4.
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have to be confronted with the possibility that they have done so.
That said, however, these occasions are relatively infrequent in ordinary

conversation. It is easy to see why that should be so: every time an awareness
update overturns all previous beliefs, our agents have to go about re-investigating
all the issues they thought were already settled. Three facts intervene in reality
to prevent this.

The first is that such reinvestigation can be done ‘internally’: if I remember
the utterances you have made as well as their information content, I can simply
reapply all the updates corresponding to those utterances to my information
state ‘in my head’. Of course I should take some care in doing so: in the example
above, the earlier update (“Airline travel has a smaller carbon footprint than
train travel”) should not be ‘reapplied’ in light of the new awareness (that, after
all, is the point of the example!).

It is essential to the realism of the example, moreover, that the utterances p
and q come from different agents. If q really undercuts the assertion that p, an
agent who was already aware of both could not assert both. In this example,
both the hearer and the agent asserting p are surprised by the possibility that q;
that means that if more surprising assertions are needed, we need more agents!
In other words, the second fact restricting the effect of non-monotonic updates
of awareness is that no agent can surprise themselves.

The third reason why this non-monotonicity does not provide serious
problems in real conversation is that we take pains to avoid it. If we have
any suspicion that there are significant details that our conversational partners
are unaware of, these are the first things we will want to draw their attention
to. This is pragmatic ‘good behaviour’ exactly because surprises produce
non-monotonic updates: our efforts at gaining and giving information will be
wasted if the information is overturned by an awareness update, so we had
better give the awareness update first and only afterwards the information.

3.2 · Multiple information states
Let us return for a moment to the observation that more surprises need more
agents. The reason is that an utterance should be believed by the agent asserting
it, at least at the moment of utterance. We need at least two information sources
for the carbon footprint example, because the assertions that p and that q are
partially in conflict: if the agent asserting p had been aware of q, he would not
have made the assertion. Especially for cases where modelling credulous agents
makes sense (where their assumptions seem genuinely unjustified and likely to
be given up if challenged), each new atomic formula needs a separate advocate
to introduce it. In the presence of multiple agents all potentially suffering from
unawareness, reasoning about information becomes quite tricky. Here is an
example, still rather small but already quite complex.
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Example 3.17: Switches, and knowledge thereof. The electrical wiring of a house-
boat where I lived for a couple of years (this is a true story) had been put in by the man
who built the houseboat, who was certainly no electrician. Particularly frustrating was
the light for the entrance and stairwell: some days the switch next to the door worked,
and other days it had no effect at all, apparently at random. It turned out that another
flatmate suffered the same frustration, but with a different switch for the same light,
placed at the head of the stairs. Instead of being wired as a two-way pair (as is usual for
stairway lighting), these switches were in series with the bulb: if both were on the light
was also on, but if either switch was turned off the light was off and the other switch
would have no effect. My switch would work only if he had happened to leave his on,
and vice versa.

Both my flatmate and I were unaware of each other’s switches; in proposi-
tional terms, we were unaware of the proposition letters representing whether
those switches were on or off. We each made the entirely unconscious assump-
tion that the switch of the other was off (or, stated positively, that the circuit
from our own switch to the lightbulb was complete); on such an assumption,
the failure of the light to turn on with the switch is evidence that the switch is
broken (and the intermittent failure of the fault rather infuriatingly precludes
tracking down the source of the problem). We would agree that there is some-
thing wrong with the light; by a quirk of natural language (not reproduced
in my formal system) we could even agree that “The switch doesn’t work”
without realising that the referents of our respective referring expressions do
not coincide.

If we had called in an electrician to sort the problem out, it would matter
very much how we reported our beliefs to him. Suppose both switches happen
to be off; I test mine and the light does not go on, and my flatmate tests his and
likewise the light does not go on. If we both report to the electrician “The light
is broken”, he will form entirely false beliefs. On the other hand, if I report
“If I turn my switch (downstairs) on, the light does not go on” (from which I
had concluded that the light was broken) and my flatmate reports the same
for the upstairs switch, the electrician will learn that there are two switches.
He might then ask me exactly what the problem is; when I tell him that it
should be the case that the light is on whenever my switch is on, he will know
what is incorrect about my knowledge (namely that in fact the state of the light
depends also on a second switch) and that he doesn’t have to do any rewiring
to fix the problem. From my own perspective the two statements are logically
equivalent: given my assumptions, the light is broken just if it does not turn on
when my switch goes on. But from a perspective of greater awareness, the two
statements diverge; if I want to give the best information to the electrician, I
had better give him the causally prior information rather than the conclusions I
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have drawn from it.12

All of these complications can be dismissed when the utterances come from
a single agent. On the assumption that an assertion of ϕ is only justified in state
σ if σ |= Xϕ (the agent explicitly believes that ϕ), if a single agent asserts ϕ
followed by ψ then her state σ must support both ϕ and ψ, and so the intended
force of the update would be not [ϕ][ψ] but the stronger [ϕ ∧ ψ]. It would be a
mistake, however, to model it directly as such. The actual effect on a listening
agent is that first ϕ is processed and accepted, then ψ is processed and accepted.
What may very well happen, though, is that if ψ brings new possibilities to the
listener’s awareness, she may recall the assertion of ϕ and reapply the belief
update [ϕ]b to the new worlds. Then again, she need not do so: if she disagrees
with some part of the later utterance she might decide that the earlier utterance
is similarly suspect. (For more on rejecting updates see Section 4.2.)

a: I am a vegetarian.
b: [Thinks: Then I won’t offer you steak for dinner.]
a: And of course, cows are a kind of vegetable.
b: No they aren’t! And if that’s what you believe, you aren’t a real

vegetarian either!

This kind of reassessment has to be driven by rather complicated processes
that lie outside the scope of a formal theory; in particular, if Abel asserts ϕ
then Ben brings up a possibility p that Charlie (who has been listening) was
unaware of, poor Charlie has to figure out somehow if Abel had p in mind or
not when asserting ϕ. The updates I have defined take a severely conservative
strategy: they assume the worst (that is, the least awareness) of everybody, so
that Charlie would have to ask Abel, “Do you still think that ϕ?”

Let us turn aside from these complications, and see some simpler possibili-
ties that the system provides.

4 · Applications
4.1 · Pragmatics of might

The semantics I have given for might is exactly the same as Veltman’s, however
because it is embedded in an extended awareness account we can explain a

12Anyone who has worked in it support will recognise this problem. A computer user will say
something like “I didn’t really do anything different, but yesterday it worked and today it doesn’t.”
Careful questioning may uncover the fact that yesterday’s work was on a different computer, or
using different applications to do the same job, or with different versions of the same files (stored
in different places) and so on and so forth. Unawareness of these possibilities (and the potential
impact they can have) leaves novice computer users with a host of assumptions which must be
painstakingly overcome before the root of the problem can be identified. This is why telephone
helpdesk services often use a checklist that starts at the very beginning: check the computer is
plugged in and turned on, the screen and keyboard are connected, . . . .
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very natural usage of might which remains outside Veltman’s account: drawing
attention to possibilities.

This property is not limited to might: any mention of an atomic formula p
makes the agent aware of p as a possibility.13 What is special about might is
that it achieves this end efficiently: it needs minimal epistemic grounding to be
assertable, and (as Veltman realised), its information content is entirely negligible.
It is a particularly safe way to draw attention: where saying p directly risks
giving unreliable information, might p makes sure the hearer is aware of the
possibility but leaves them to make up their own mind.

Outside of giving a noncommittal answer to a question, this is perhaps
the most natural way to use might. It is only an artifact of the monotonicity
properties of theories without unawareness that they cannot formally allow it to
play this role: coming to believe that might ϕ is a non-monotonic update of a kind
forbidden by (most) such theories. I don’t even think that this interpretation
of might is necessarily particularly new; what is new is that it is placed on a
formal footing. Many people (perhaps Veltman among them) would agree that
might is used to raise possibilities, but would leave that usage to the informal
side of pragmatics: the formal theories describe instead what goes on against a
stable background of attention to possibilities.

This leaves might in a rather odd position, however: it has the right condi-
tions of acceptability, but it is hard to see why any speaker would ever want
to announce a statement with might. I will illustrate this observation with
respect to Veltman’s system, but it applies equally to any model in which might
expresses something about the speaker’s information rather than information
about the actual state of affairs.14

The most natural reason for an agent to make an announcement in the
update setting is to induce a change in her conversational partner’s state. That
is certainly the main motivation for plain (non-modal) assertions: I assert “p”
to induce you to come to believe that p. However this cannot be the motivation
for announcing a might statement: since might is a test, it either produces no
change in the hearer’s belief state or takes her to the inconsistent state (which
surely cannot be the intended effect).

We can get an idea of what Veltman’s might could be used for by looking
one step further in the dialogue. The hearer’s response if her state already
supports might ϕ is simply to accept; in that case neither information state gets

13It also makes the agent aware of ¬p. That is, this account still does not explain why drawing
attention to p has such a different flavour from drawing attention to ¬p. I suspect that a proper
account would start with a distinction between “being aware of” and “attending to” which I am
deliberately eliding: we divide our attention unequally among the possibilities we are (equally)
aware of.

14These remarks apply only to a top-level ‘assertion’ with the form might ϕ; Veltman’s account also
treats embedded might, where it is easier to come up with sensible speaker motivations.
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changed and nothing is achieved. But if her state already supports ¬ϕ, then she
must reject the update to avoid arriving in the inconsistent state. This rejection
gives the utterer of “might ϕ” pragmatic information (that her state supports
¬ϕ), but a cooperative hearer might be expected to go further and make a
follow-up assertion explaining why she believes that ϕ is not a possibility. The
agent who utters “might ϕ” can be seen as probing for exactly this; the usage is
somewhat analogous to a question, rather than an assertion, in that its pragmatic
purpose is to prompt the hearer into giving information.

Veltman’s pragmatics are still available for my agents, but I suspect they
will make little use of them (and in real conversation, this reading of a might
statement seems quite unusual unless the utterance comes with questioning
intonation, in which case arguably the representation should include an explicit
question operator). What looks far more familiar is the use of might to coor-
dinate attention: to make sure that everyone is aware of the same set of live
options. Since “might ϕ” mentions all the proposition letters in ϕ, the awareness
update it triggers makes sure that the hearer entertains some ϕ possibilities.
However, unlike a direct assertion, it does so without imposing any substantive
update on the hearer. This explains why something as truth-conditionally weak
as a possibility modal can still be usefully employed in conversation: its associ-
ated awareness update can affect the hearer’s state far more extensively than
its truth conditions would.15 Chapter 5 gives a more precise statement of this
observation, dealing explicitly with the conditions under which an awareness
update can be considered ‘a relevant utterance’ or ‘cooperative behaviour’.

4.2 · Rejecting updates
Suppose I were to announce to you that I am the Lizard King. Your natural
reaction would not, I hope, be to believe me. You would reject the update
to your belief state (or to the common ground, if you prefer) that I propose
by making such an assertion. (Analogously to the account given for Zeus

15This notion is not confined to might, but applies to any sentence with weak truth conditions. Even
the fact that existentials introduce discourse referents almost looks like an awareness effect if
you squint at it the right way (I owe this suggestion to Robert van Rooij). Disjunction under a
possibility modal is another example. Hans Kamp, writing on free choice permission, gives a
number of related examples that are “typically used in speech acts whose function it is to bring
a certain number of possibilities to the attention of the audience. [ . . . ] In each of these cases the
speaker’s use of the disjunction can be interpreted as testifying to his indifference whether the
possibilities he wants to bring to the hearer’s attention satisfy the first or the second disjunct; and
so it may be inferred that he wants to bring both kinds of possibilities to his attention” [Kam78,
pp. 281–282]. Under a formal model of unawareness, of course, no such inference is necessary: a
disjunction simply has the effect of drawing attention to both its disjuncts. I do not mean to suggest
that awareness models will solve the problem of free choice permission, but merely to note that
intuitions regarding attention to possibilities can be found at the informal edges of a wide range
of more formal linguistic theories, which could perhaps be fruitfully extended by making these
intuitions more formal.
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above, your spontaneous belief would exclude the Lizard King possibility; then
accepting the update would take you to the absurd state, so you must reject it.)
Let σ be your original cognitive state, and ϕ my utterance; I have proposed [ϕ]
and you have rejected the update. In what cognitive state do you end up?

Certainly not σ[ϕ] (the absurd state), or your rejection will be worth very
little. But also not σ, for you cannot pretend that I have not made the assertion
I have. I suggest that the correct answer is [ϕ]n: I proposed [ϕ] = [ϕ]n[ϕ]b, and
while you can (and should) reject the belief component of the update, you are
simply not capable of rejecting the attention component. Here is the picture for
Olga, when her flatmate Ella tells her “It might be Zeus disguised as a goose.”
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Figure 3.4: The update two-step. A pure awareness update takes the
agent from (a) to (b); accepting the information component would take her
to (c), while rejecting it leads to (d): the awareness update survives.
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4.3 · Dynamics of counterfactual conditionals
The final application I will discuss is to a puzzle about counterfactual condition-
als that has acquired the name ‘Sobel sequences’. In a nutshell, counterfactuals
exhibit ordering sensitivity which I argue is well explained by awareness dy-
namics. More than a straightforward application of the theory, this problem
stands as a full-blown case study and the subject of the following chapter.
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